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To seek full time employment to expand my knowledge in the construction field. I 
aspire to be a project manager for various construction projects. I have construction 
background for being a general laborer to being an assistant to both the Head 
Estimator and Project Managers.

EXPERIENCE

Route Delivery Driver III
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2007 – JANUARY 2011

 Operating as truck driver for shipping and receiving including but not 
limited to deliveries, pick ups, and other shipments.

 Responsible for following all Traffic and corporate Driver, assisting as 
caregiver and transporter to MH/MR individuals with developmental 
disabilities like autism and cerebral palsy with ADLs.

 Providing direct care and assisting developmental disabled 
consumers.

 Supervising and mentoring individuals with their strengths, manual 
labor, social interactions, behavioral conduct, etc.

 Mentoring DYFS adolescents in proper decision making skills 
pertaining to life.

 Completing daily progress notes in the concerns and extensive 
changes taken place or needed with adolescents.

 Relating vital and pertinent information helpful in classifying 
individuals to their assigned behavioral specialist and behavioral 
intervention needs.

Route Delivery Driver 
Dunham Express - 2005 – 2007

 Sort packages and load vehicle for the day according to route 
manifest.

 This sorting was done by all the drivers, so it took team work to sort 
all the packages for all the drivers.

 Would have to determine the best route as to save time and fuel.
 Would have between 70 and 120 parcels per day and drive between 

240 to 310 miles per day.
 Arrive at destination and scan package per manifest.
 At end of day reconcile scanner making certain all packages are 

accounted for.
 I feel I served our customers very well with timely delivery and a 

smile! Skills Used Safe driving I think is the key skill for this job..
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EDUCATION

 HS Diploma in Science/Basics - 1996(James J. Ferris High School - Jersey 
City, NJ)

SKILLS

Can read blueprints, MS PowerPoint, MS Excel, and MS Word.
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